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9:15 PM UPDATE: Police Scour City for Drive-by Shooting Suspect
ERIC QUITUGUA equitugua@magicvalley.com  May 7, 2016   29

TWIN FALLS • A teenage boy was slain in a what police are calling a drive-by shooting just before 4 p.m. Saturday while he

rode his bicycle near Canyon Ridge High School.

About a dozen police officers, the county coroner and county prosecutor had descended on the normally quiet upper-

middle class residential neighborhood near the North Pointe subdivision by 4:30 p.m. and yellow police tape blocked off

several streets.

Police have not released the boy’s name and are still trying to reach his next of kin.

Saturday night, police were talking with witnesses to identify suspects.

A police statement said several leads “indicate that the shooting was an isolated incident and there is no threat to the

public.”

“This is unusual all around for our area,” city spokesman Joshua Palmer said.

By all accounts, the neighborhood is quiet and has the familiar signs of suburbia: the smell of charcoal from barbecue

grills and kids running through backyards.

Residents were shocked this kind of violence could happen so close to home. Some heard five shots. Others heard four.

All looked on — some with cellphones out taking pictures — as investigators scanned the crime scene for evidence with

an infrared gun. Evidence like casings or blood might not be seen with the naked eye — especially on the rocky entrance

to the subdivision where the body fell.

One woman who lives in the subdivision but wanted to remain anonymous said she heard five shots but didn’t see a

shooter. This kind of violence, she said, is unheard of.

“Nothing’s happened like this before,” she said. “This is a quiet neighborhood.”

Her neighbor, a long-time resident who also spoke on condition of anonymity, said she hasn’t noticed anything unusual

in the neighborhood leading up to the drive-by shooting.

“I’ve lived here 19 years and I’ve never heard anything like this,” she said.

Crime-scene investigators worked Saturday afternoon, holding a white sheet that blocked the body from view. His

bicycle, shoes and a pair of sunglasses on the ground were the only things visible.

Based on witness accounts, investigators are looking for a dark-colored car. The search sent police scrambling all across

the city looking for suspects.
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nuggets83301
May 7, 2016 4:58pm

During the search, police pulled over a black Dodge Charger near Norco on Pole Line Road. The names of the people in

the car were checked and they were released.

Several people reported seeing a man held at gunpoint by police near Falls Avenue and Frontier Road. Police said no one

was arrested.

Meanwhile, across town police were searching for another person down in Rock Creek Canyon. Police said that incident

was unrelated.

“The Twin Falls Police Department is saddened by this act of violence in our community,” Police Chief Craig Kingsbury

said in a statement. “We are designating our resources to identify and apprehend the suspects in this incident, and we

want to assure the community that we will bring those responsible to justice.”

The incident is the second time in as many days a gun has fired in public in Twin Falls. On Friday, a middle schooler

accidentally discharged a handgun in a classroom at Robert Stuart Middle School, less than a mile from the scene of

Saturday’s shooting. No one was injured, and three students were arrested.

The subdivision shooting is the first gun-related homicide in Twin Falls County this year. Four gun-related homicides

happened in 2015.
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Update: District says Robert Stuart Shooting, Drive-by Not ConnectedUpdate: District says Robert Stuart Shooting, Drive-by Not Connected
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Twin Falls Schools ‘Shaken’ after Gun-Related CrimesTwin Falls Schools ‘Shaken’ after Gun-Related Crimes
JULIE WOOTTON jwootton@magicvalley.com  May 10, 2016  

Twin Falls Schools ‘Shaken’ after Gun-Related Crimes
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Unbelievable....

Billybob20
May 7, 2016 5:19pm

I've been saying if we don't get tough on crime in this valley things will get worse. I'm not saying this just at election time either. And
not directed anyone. Crime of all kinds have been getting worse. We need harsh punishment. Hard labor to start. I know I'll here from
the bleeding hearts. But before I do I wished they'd think about thier kids or grandkids who may have bleeding hearts literally.

bobthebuilder76
May 7, 2016 6:32pm

 Shot in an affluent neighborhood smells drug related or revenge related to me if there are multiple gunshots

huskerdeidaho
May 7, 2016 7:43pm

I'm going to make a criticism that I hope really gets taken into consideration by the TFPD and Sheriff's office in particular with this
instance. The fact that a few critical immediate public updates that should be standard operating procedure by law enforcement have
still not been provided to the public several hours later is completely ridiculous! For example, with a crime like this being as rare as it is
in Twin Falls, it undoubtedly has people shaken up and scared, especially if there is a chance that it was a completely random drive by
shooting and that the suspect could still be on the loose considered armed and dangerous. Now, there have been social media rumors
that a suspect has been arrested at the Deseret Industries parking lot, but until Law Enforcement announces anything...it's just that...a
rumor.
So the fact that Law Enforcement has not made a public announcement acknowledging either an arrest of a suspect, or that the
suspect is still at large and considered armed and dangerous is just completely pathetic to me. I want to know as a parent if I should be
concerned that a killer is still on the loose in Twin Falls and I can't believe that 4 hours later there is no updates by law enforcement
with details such as these. I highly respect law enforcement especially as I grew up in a law enforcement family, but I see things that
seriously need improvement here with our local law enforcement time and time again, and it also frustrates me that the heat doesn't
get raised on real issues like this and the growing crime in our region more by the citizens and media. If there's real issues in our town,
then let's wake the up and talk about them and get them figured out!!!!

Tumbleweed49
May 8, 2016 4:15am

Husker,
Stolen guns, guns with serial numbers filed off turning up at School and now this Drive by.
I'd be thinking some kind of Gang War, and an innocent caught in the middle. Just my thoughts. 
I've lived here for 67 yrs and served at TFPD for well over 20 yrs, this is the first of this random killing I know of, nothing exactly like
this. Or so senseless. Shooting a kid off his bike, could be random, I doubt it. 
Sure sounds like some kind of Gang activity of some type. 
Fits in with big city living. 
TFPD has always kept things to themselves as not to tip off the people they are searching for. 
Silence is almost a sure sign they have a good idea who did it, they are no threat to the public and they are on the trail. 
I always agreed more with what you wrote. 
We wanted a bigger City, more people, more jobs along with that comes the problems. 
TFPD will solve it, maybe not today or even tomorrow but they will. 
It's a sad state of affairs.
Prayers to the Family. 

Tumbleweed49
May 8, 2016 4:45am

TFSO doesn't have a thing to do with it unless they are called in by TFPD. In this case more likely the State CID, and ATF.

Rosebud12389
May 7, 2016 8:24pm

  Wish people would stop with the drugs already a life is worth so much more, or if was just a random drive by, Im not leaving my
house!!! In fact not going anywhere still this is all in the clear.....

Kelly jo
May 7, 2016 9:22pm

How can anyone not be outraged by the media showing pics of this child? Is their no honor anymore or compassion for the relatives
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and friends of this child? Do they need the ratings or sales so bad that they would actually print or post these? If that was my child my
anger would know no limits...they have no rights what so ever to do this without the consent of a parent or guardian as far as I'm
concerned.

A child is dead, these pics serve no purpose to anyone except the vultures using it for monetary gain. My heart goes out to the family
and friends. My disgust is with the media abusing their power to report! Enough is enough...this needs to stop!

Tumbleweed49
May 8, 2016 4:38am

Kelly Jo, 
I am outraged by whoever did this, not by TN out doing their job. I am going to focus my outrage to whoever did this.
I'm outraged that this even happened at all! 
There's no way to take a pretty picture of this. 
No way to make it all right no matter who or how it is reported. The whole affair is repulsive and horrible. 
Not reporting it won't stop it, no good way to report this. 
I hear what your saying tho; loud and clear. 
Prayers to the family.

nrl
May 7, 2016 9:36pm

I agree. These pics must be heartbreaking to the family. Publishing and describing them were unnecessary and sad.

Armond Haymer
May 7, 2016 11:04pm

This picture is outrageous!!! This boy was someone's son, brother, grandchild!! Times news do you have a shred of dignity left?! For
mercys's sake remove this awful picture showing a murdered child!!! What the hell is wrong with you!!

SweetPea77
May 9, 2016 3:46am

This is really sad, but here is what just kills me, I hope the police will actually do their job and find whoever did this, but since I've
been in Twin all I've den of the cops here is that they r lazy, we handed them the kids that took a 1/4 stick of c4 to another kids mail
box and told this kid they were going to kill him, we had pics of the kids blowing this mail box up, and the first oh 36 hours they the (
cops) were gr8 then they called the victim and said oh we're sorry we DON'T have enough to arrest the other kid. Then the cops told
my daughters friend that she wasn't getting bullied unless the other kids have a weapon REALLY, I'm sorry I have NO faith in our
police!!! And to Times News the person on replying to is so right u should have waited on the pic, right now our community needs to
morn and we need to b angery to, all these new people coming to Twin has caused NOTHING but problems, and ur wrong about this
being the first gun death this year, I mean just like one and half months ago a kid killed that one guy by shooting him!!!

Tumbleweed49
May 9, 2016 11:03am

Back under Chief Qualls, TFPD was considered one of the best if not the best Department in the State. I think it was by
arrests and cleared cases especially Felonies. 
Frankly I have no clue how they are now. I haven't been in that Building for 15 yrs and don't know anyone anymore. 
There is no real reason not for me to believe they are still one of the best. 
This shooting has me in shock, unbelievable. 
I read your post with interest and can identify with you. Back in the old days this would have never happened. If it had we would
have had the suspects in custody, we had great relationships (snitches) with the people. 
Nowadays the laws are more complex. We have more people here than the infrastructure can support. If this isn't proof of that I
don't know what is. 
Back in the old days if we had probable cause, we made the arrest, we didn't worry about convictions, or if the Prosecutor
dismissed them, just didn't care. 
Our job was to make the Arrest, someone else s job to prosecute, different branch of the law. 
TFPD owned the Streets of Twin Falls. 
We were often criticized for being to hard nosed. One extreme to the other I guess. 
When Chief Qualls retired there were no, that's zero, unsolved homicides in Twin Falls. 
I figure we just have too many people, and the Politicians just keep wanting to bring in more. 
TFPD will solve this shooting SweetPea. 
I figure their noses are down on the ground and they're sniffing them out like a good ‘ole hunt’n dog. 
Public opinion won't let this go. It will be a good test for the new Chief. 
I figure he knows what he's doing. 
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No, things aren't like they used to be but things aren’t as bad as it seems just now. 
Meanwhile we're missing a kid and that is the tragedy. This is such a great place to grow up in this is shocking. 
Unless the Suspects have jumped jurisdiction they'll be coming up with them pretty soon. Not today or tomorrow but soon. 
I understand your feelings but you gotta keep the faith, stay the course. 
We're about to find out if this crew can stand up to Chief Quall's standard.
If you mentioned his name down there now, no one would even know who you’re talking about. 
Times change, doggone shame. The true shame is that kid. Shot off his bike in broad daylight?
We can’t have it. 

Kennedy97
May 7, 2016 11:20pm

I'm furious that the media chose to use these photos. The motive behind posting something with such shock-factor is very apparent. 
Shame on you. Has the family been notified of this? Seeing the kid's dead foot lying on the ground strikes fear, anger, and questioning
the integrity of our news. All it does is glorify the killers. There are other ways to get your message across without the use of such
graphic and inhumane tactics.
Is the life not worth honoring? How do you think the family and friends of this victim are feeling? I'm sure they are shocked and
devastated. I'm sure they would not have wanted it released this way--the last image of the victims death. 
My prayers go out to the family. I pray that the good people of our community will be compelled to wrap their arms around this family
and friends...not in a self-serving way, but in love letting them know they are not alone.

Billybob20
May 8, 2016 3:55am

I agree the picture is wrong. But if that's what bothers you most about this terrible crime then we've lost the battle. A drive by in Twin
Falls and were complaining about the picture. We better starte complaining about crime in our streets.

Rhunnel
May 8, 2016 8:05am

I grew up in Twin and consider Twin my home town. When you start hearing about drive by shootings and thugs in the county jail
beating another inmate, it is time to see a growing problem. I believe many of these thug criminals are not native to Twin Falls and
should be removed from the area in order to protect the community. Indy is already reaching record daily murders and compared to
Chicago. These violent gangs only get bigger in time

rupertresident
May 8, 2016 8:57am

Welcome to the big time folks. All the hoopla surrounding '' more growth '''' more jobs'' and more housing. With more this and more
that comes more people, more crime, more violence etc. Be careful what you ask for , you just might get it. Along with tragedies like this
that come with it.

Indyvotinrepublican
May 8, 2016 9:25am

Ok...reality check. The photo's show nothing more than the after effects of blatant disregard for life. None of the gruesomeness is
shown and quite frankly this town needs to wake up!!! My heart breaks that a child could be so easily erased because of one act, but
this is not the end. The ugly truth is ostrich disease has run rampant here, so the drugs, guns, gangs, dog fighting, prostitution has
been given fertile ground to take seed and grow. 
It is high time that the local media start reporting on the serious incidents that happen here, you know it is unrealistic to open the local
paper and local news stations and have the "do good" section, anniversary, wedding, "new business" news, be the only thing of
interest. Yes, what I am saying is I believe they are deliberately hushed about the "scary" things happening around here. Why? My
guess is people do not ask questions if they do not know! 
Professional, aggressive reporting is absolutely necessary, it keeps everyone on their toes. So, to the offended folks about the sheet
picture, just put your head back in the sand but do not be surprised when with your rear end in the air you do not just get another boot
in the rear.

1Nutcracker
May 8, 2016 9:40am

What saddens me is that by 9:15 they still hadn't got in touch with his family. Why? I can understand needing some time to identify the
child, but as a mom, if i hadn't found my kid by 5 at the latest. I'd be contacting the police. Instead of showing the body, or in this case
part of his leg, who ever took the pictures, could have just taken a picture of the police vehicle or ambulance. I think we still would have
believed it happened.
I created, born & raised here & it use to be any "drive by's" or shooting's we had (when i was a teen) was just in South Park or the
Migrant workers camp. not much strayed outside of those area's. We have had drive by shootings since then, I was living on 7th Ave E.
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18-19 yrs ago & we had one a block up from us a week after we moved into the house. It sounded like it was next door when it
happened, they had just shot into a house. But its happened & more than once.
People have pushed for having more jobs, more growth, more "big city".....well, with all of that....now we have more shootings & more
murders. This isn't the first murder (probably first of a young teen) & unfortunately it won't be the last. Drug problems will continue to
grow in this area, so will gangs & wanna be gang members. Its sad this town has gotten like this.....If i wanted big city ways & problems,

i would have moved to one a long time ago  
Prayers for this teen's family & the friends who are mourning his death :'(

Gud2
May 8, 2016 11:12am

You and sfcbob must be roommates. Evil is color-neutral, and knows no race. Why don't you stand true to your convictions, and wear
your sheets next time you go shopping so we may give you a wide berth.

Comment deleted.

Gud2
May 8, 2016 11:08am

Wow. Unless you are racist the common denominator is methamphetamine. You would make an excellent Trump campaign manager,
but I must warn you, he is also rich. The influx of people with evil in their hearts is what brings crime and violence, and the heart
cares not the color of skin. I would ask that your comment be taken down, except that free speech helps reveal people like yourself.
The pharmacy heists and murders I've read about were committed by white people, not that the color matters, but that your blanket
assertion is patently erroneous.

Billybob20
May 8, 2016 6:12pm

This is not a Dem or Republican Party issue. There is plenty of blame to go both ways. Calling each other names don't help. The
problem at root is crime. Drugs , robbery, murder, gangs and so on. Jails are over crowded because it's not a deterrent. I looked at some
of the sentencing for all the county's. Suspended sentencing for a lot of crime. I personally know someone who has had three DUI's We
just let things go. I got to know from all you when enough is enough and what are we going to do.

crazylamma5
May 9, 2016 11:02am

you guys need to shut up it was my friend and i know he would not ever get involved in drugs he just got shot! all of the horrible people
in this world need to go that's all

Billybob20
May 9, 2016 3:39pm

I am sorry crazy lamma5. I feel for your loss. Also I haven't read all the posts but if someone said your friend was guilty they are wrong.
Everyone is innocent until proven guilty. And I hope you understand that we all want these criminals found. We may have different
opinions on what to do but we are all sorry for the loss of this young person as you are.

Armond Haymer
May 9, 2016 7:58pm

It just seems like such a severe lack of empathy to show part of this young man’s body on full display like this. I cannot help but think of
how I would feel seeing this picture if it was my son, lying there being photographed and used to sell newspapers. There comes a point
where you no longer think about selling newspapers and treat that young man and his family with dignity. There is no dignity in the
pictures showing this poor boys leg sticking out of a white sheet. I just feel this picture is in extremely poor taste and the Times News is
treating this boy's death as just another story to sell another sucker into their paper. He isn’t just another paper sale. He is a 16 year old
boy who is now dead. Show his family some respect and empathy and take the pictures showing his leg sticking out from the white
sheet down. This just makes me so sad for this poor family.

SnakeRiver
May 13, 2016 8:43am

For the love of God, Times News, this story, though devastating, is no longer "news" nor is it "BREAKING" as you have it tagged. I'm sick
of seeing it as the first story that tops "What's Hot". The story was updated last Friday (May 7th). By definition, it's no longer news.
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Gem State RoofingGem State Roofing
417 Remington St. , Garden City, ID 83714

 208-736-9437

For all your residential and commercial roofing needs, call Gem State Roofing today to schedule your free estimate!For all your residential and commercial roofing needs, call Gem State Roofing today to schedule your free estimate!
208-941-4579208-941-4579
Gem State Roofing has been offering high quality, professional residential and commercial ro…

Gem State RoofingGem State Roofing
417 Remington St. , Garden City, ID 83714

 208-736-9437

Check out our large selection of new and pre-owned inventoryCheck out our large selection of new and pre-owned inventory
Visit Wills Toyota! 318 Shoshone St W. Twin Falls

Wills ToyotaWills Toyota
236 Shoshone Street W, Twin Falls, ID 83301

 866-602-9724
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